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Dear Carp Anglers!

We had a busy season 
in 2016 with a lot of 

success and great results! 
In the Spring, we opened the 

doors to the SBS headquarters for the customers 
who were curious about our state of the art 
production procedures and quality insurance 
system which have a key part in the premium 
quality of the SBS products.
 
We had great results in the National Carp 
Competition. After the 3 rounds of the 
competition the SBS SziKo team finished 3rd 
and the SBS Tizo Team won the competition 
for the second time consecutively. Thanks to 
this success, both teams will have the chance 
to represent Hungary next year in the World 
Championship, which will take place on the 
Deseda-reservoir. 

We are represented across Europe already 
(almost in 20 countries). We have experienced 
field testers and experts in each country. We 
have developed together with them the brand 
new products for 2017 and these products have 
passed their tests in different situations. I would 
like to wish all carp anglers a Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year and don’t forget that 
innovation will never stop!

Zoltan KOVACS
competition angler,
owner of SBS Tactical Baits
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PREMIUM
KRILL & HALIBUT

The premium products of SBS are the company 
flagships, which have had a proven track record 
for decades on numerous venues across Europe. 
This product range has outstanding flavours like 
the M1 or the ACE Lobworm. Because of this, the 
only flavours that have a chance to get into the 
range, must have similar, high quality ingredients 
and be capable of producing similar results as 
the aforementioned ones and as such, provide 
competition to them. For instance, the Krill & 
Halibut has not simply passed the test, but on 
several occasions – mainly in the summer - it has 
surpassed our expectations.
Products: Attractants, Dips, Hookbaits, Ready-
Made Boilies, Pellets, Metod Mixes

PREMIUM
M1 WHITE POP UPS

Based on our experience we can say without any 
doubt that the colour and the flavour of this bait 
have a significant impact on the feeding of the 
fish. Usually there is one matching color to each 
flavour, for example the M1 Pop Up baits were 
red up till now… The red color works very well, 
usually, but in several conditions (like dark - silty 
or peaty lakebed) the white is the most attractive 
colour. From now on, the M1 pop up boilies are 
available in white colour too, so we have another 
choice in terms of hookbaits to go after the carp!
Pack: 100 gr
Size: 10-14 mm, 16-20 mm
Flavour: M1

from 3.10 € 
to 15.90 €

9.50 €



PREMIUM
READY-MADE BOILIES 150gr

In line with the traditions of the company, year 
on year SBS devotes great energy into developing 
new products with outstanding quality. The 
number of new products included in the Premium 
Ready-made Boilie range usually increases by 1 
or 2 per year, with only the best and never-failing 
recipes launched in this range. The 150 g tub of 
Premium boilies in size 20mm can be a great 
choice for all carp anglers who would like to try 
the various flavours first, before buying the 1 kg 
version.
Pack: 150 gr
Size: 20 mm
Flavours: Ace Lobworm, Bio Big Fish, C1, C2, C3,  
Krill & Halibut, M1, M2, M3, M4, Phaze1

4.80 €



EUROSTAR
READY-MADE BOILIES 150gr

Its final recipe has been developed based on the 
experience of numerous European test anglers 
after many years of testing. The ready-made 
boilies are prepared with high quality ingredients 
containing all the necessary basic nutrients 
that Carp need. The wide selection of flavours 
ranges from a sweet, fruity character to a rather 
foul smelling flavour, or a combination of these. 
Effective bait for every season. The 150 g tub 
of Eurostar boilies in size 20mm can be a great 
choice for all carp anglers who would like to try 
the various flavours first, before buying the 1 kg 
version.
Pack: 150 gr
Size: 20 mm
Flavours: Frankfurter Sausage, Krill & Chili, Squid & 
Octopus, Strawberry Jam

3.50 €



EUROSTAR
KRILL & CHILI BOILIES

A legtöbb pontyhorgász számára ismerősen 
cseng az Eurostar név, hiszen ki ne ismerné ezen 
széria több, mint 30 éve létező Strawberry Jam 
(eperkrém), vagy Frankfurter Sausage (frankfurti 
kolbász)  bojlijait, horogcsalijait, amelyeknek 
sikere és népszerűsége azóta is töretlen. Az idei év 
újdonsága a jól bevált halas-fűszeres alapmixre 
épülő krill-es (apró rákocskák) chilis bojli, amely 
a tesztelési időszakban bebizonyította, hogy 
nyugodtan hívhatjuk négy évszakos csalinak.
Pack: 1 kg
Size: 20 mm
Flavours: Krill & Chili

2990 FtEUROSTAR
KRILL & CHILI BOILIES

The Eurostar name is familiar to most carp 
anglers. There are not many of those who haven’t 
heard of the Strawberry Jam or the Frankfurter 
Sausage baits which have been on the market for 
more than 30 years already. These baits are still 
successful and popular. The new product for 2017 
is the Krill & Chili boilie, which is based on the 
proven spicy-fishmeal base mix. Based on results 
during the testing period we can say that this is 
definitely an all-season bait.
Pack: 1 kg
Size: 16 mm, 20 mm
Type: soluble or boiled
Flavour: Krill & Chili

from 9.45 € 
to 12.50 € SOLUBLE EUROSTAR

BOMB PASTE

With the help of paste baits we can achieve 
instant success during our sessions, because of 
the fact that they dissolve quickly, they attract 
the fish to our hookbait instantly. This product 
offers great options for those anglers who like to 
try new things too. Because it is available in 300 
g bags, you don’t need to spend a fortune to start 
fishing with different flavours. From now on, this 
paste is also available in pineapple flavour, which 
is one of the most popular flavours of SBS and it 
could be successfully used both in the warm and 
the cold period. 
Pack: 300 gr
Flavour: Pineapple

3.10 €



EUROCATCH
READY-MADE BOILIES

New boilie range in the SBS line! With the 
Eurocatch boilies we have created attractive and 
easily digestible baits, which are an attractive 
food source to the carp during the entire year. 
The base mix of these baits contains valuable 
attractors and it is created with utmost care. The 
mix, combined with the proven flavours (Squid & 
Octopus, Frankfurter Sausage, Garlic, Strawberry 
Jam) ends up in a great result. Those anglers 
who like the “mixed” flavours are aware that, on 
many venues, the unusual flavours and new bait 
combinations can often bring success. In terms of 
the Eurocatch boilies we are sure that the Shrimp 
& Krill, and the Tuna & Pineapple flavours will 
become firm favourites with many anglers.
Pack: 1 kg
Size: 20 mm
Flavours: Frankfurter Sausage, Garlic, Shrimp & 
Krill, Squid & Octopus, Strawberry Jam, Tuna & 
Pineapple

EUROBASE
READY-MADE BOILIES

SBS released the affordable Eurobase boilie range 
in Spring 2014, and since then it has become a 
favourite to numerous anglers across Europe. 
Up until now, five different flavours were made 
available in this range in 20 or 24 mm size in 
soluble or shelf-life version. This year we are 
adding Garlic flavoured boilies to this range 
which is made of the spicy base mix. Added to 
the facts that it is easily digestible and it is made 
with a premium quality flavor, this bait is special 
because it has a light white colour which, in the 
clear water of gravel pits, draws more attention 
to it from the carp. 
Pack: 1 kg
Size: 20 mm, 24 mm
Type: soluble or boiled
Flavour: Garlic

9.45 € 6.20 €



PVA
MESH SYSTEM

On numerous occasions, concentrated feeding has 
proven to be extremely important. This effect can 
be created very precisely with micro-woven PVA 
mesh (Polyvinyl alcohol: water-soluble synthetic 
polymer) when filled with boilies, pellets, or 
stick-mix and attached to the hook. The SBS 
PVA dissolves well, even in cold water and it has 
no tincture that could make our hookbait less 
effective. The PVA set is 5 m long and contains 25 
mm diameter PVA mesh, a container, a plunger 
and a waterproof case.
Pack: 5 m
Diameter: 25 mm

12.90 € PVA
MESH REFILL

PVA mesh to match the PVA Mesh Set can be 
purchased separately too. The refill is 5 m long 
and it is 25 mm diameter. PVA is a crucial tool 
for all modern carp anglers, and most definitely 
when we want to create concentrated feeding 
around our hookbait. 
Pack: 5 m
Diameter: 25 mm

9.50 €
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